City Council Members
New York City Council
250 Broadway
N.Y., N.Y. 10007

Re: Memorandum of Support for Intros 1014-2023 and 1024-2023

We, the undersigned organizations, urge the Council to pass Intro 1014-2023, prohibiting any place or provider of public accommodation from using biometric recognition technology, and Intro 1024-2023, prohibiting landlords from using such technology. Biometric recognition technology, including facial recognition technology (FRT), is biased, error-prone, and harmful to marginalized communities. It has no place in businesses and residences in New York City.

FRT discriminates against Black, Latinx, and non-binary or transgender New Yorkers. Human bias infects A.I. systems. Many FRT algorithms are up to 100-times more error-prone when deployed against young Black women compared to middle-aged white males. FRT developers also frequently train their systems without including transgender and non-binary individuals, rendering their gender identity invisible to the algorithm, and making them susceptible to misidentification and wrongful arrest. Immigrants suffer as well. A biometric scanning feature on a Customs and Border Protection (CBP) app failed to accept photos of dark-skinned African and Haitian migrants applying for asylum.

Additionally, allowing businesses and landlords to collect biometric information makes them an even more lucrative target for identity thieves and hackers. Biometric identifiers are frequently used for ID verification and allocating public benefits; this makes an individual's biometric information an attractive target for fraudsters, as hackers can, and do use biometric identifiers to access computer
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More dangerous than other personal identifiers like a social security number, biometric identifiers are static and are almost impossible to change. When a hacker acquires another person’s biometric data, it puts them at risk for identity theft for the rest of their lives.

**Intro 1014-2023**

New Yorkers should not be forced to accept biometric surveillance as part of simple activities like buying groceries or taking their kids to a baseball game. Yet this is the reality in our city, and it will continue to be until the Council passes this important legislation. Last year, the Mets implemented a facial recognition ticketing system at Citi Field in partnership with Wicket. The Mets have touted this system as a new high-tech amenity. But FRT is not an amenity, it is discriminatory surveillance. And it is far from high-tech, as it often struggles to identify faces when people are wearing hats, seemingly an obvious issue for fans headed to a baseball game.

Business use of FRT has faced increased scrutiny since James Dolan, the owner of Madison Square Garden Entertainment Corporation (MSG), started using the tech at MSG venues. Dolan uses FRT to block access to ticketholders affiliated with law firms involved in pending lawsuits against MSG, which meant in one case ejecting a mother trying to watch the Rockettes show at Radio City Music Hall with her daughter’s Girl Scouts troop. Business owners, especially wealthy, celebrity business owners, should not be allowed to use such dangerous tech to punish anyone who displeases them.

While Dolan’s antics are troubling, the harm caused by business use of FRT will be much more severe than stopping people from enjoying sports games and performances. Business use will reintroduce segregated stores and venues by excluding Black and dark-skinned people from stores due to incredibly common FR mismatches. Police will be called on innocent people, which will result in dangerous encounters and potentially unnecessary racialized violence.
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Expansion of FR into private businesses also threatens the safety of interstate abortion-seekers, people seeking gender-affirming care, and immigrants, simply because they try to buy groceries. This technology is already being weaponized in New York City grocery stores. Stores like Brooklyn Fare and Westside Market may be scanning the face of every single customer walking through their stores and storing that sensitive personal data indefinitely.

Intro 1014-2023 would prohibit any place or provider of public accommodation from using any biometric recognition technology to verify or identify a customer, prohibit businesses from barring entry to customers based on FRT, and prohibit companies from selling customers’ biometric data. It would also require express written consent from customers before collecting their biometric data, even if that data is not used on-site for identification purposes. This would be a crucial step towards protecting New Yorkers and preventing the types of abuses of the technology that we are seeing in places of public accommodation like MSG.

**Intro 1024-2023**

Use of FRT and other biometric surveillance technologies in residential settings opens tenants and their guests to harassment and discriminatory eviction, and it compromises their privacy. New Yorkers do not want this invasive technology used in their homes, the most intimate of spaces. In 2019, the tenants of Atlantic Plaza Towers in Brooklyn organized in response to their landlord’s attempted installation of FRT and successfully prevented the plan from proceeding. Their organizing highlighted the disproportionate impact of the use of these biometric security systems in low-income communities of color.

The racial bias of FRT will inevitably impede residents from accessing their home, locking them out due to erroneous matches, and may even put them in danger by eliciting an unwarranted law enforcement response. Collection of biometric data will be forced upon not just all residents, but any guests they have over as well, with Black, brown, Asian, and gender non-conforming guests barred from visiting their friends due to FR mismatches, and potentially having law enforcement involved unnecessarily.

Landlords will abuse this tech to justify evicting tenants from rent-stabilized units because the FRT system determines they were not at home often enough. In fact, vendors have already begun to advertise this technology. In public housing, its use has led to residents being evicted for minor
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violations of policy. One single mother was targeted after she started night classes and asked her ex-husband to spend more time at her home watching their children, causing her to be flagged for potentially violating the housing authority’s visitor policy.

Furthermore, New York City landlords have been accused of sharing tenants’ most sensitive information—phone numbers, photos, and even Social Security numbers—with immigration officials. To protect immigrant communities in our city, we cannot let landlords have access to residents’ biometric data.

Intro 1024-2023 would prohibit any owner of a multiple dwelling from installing, activating, or using any biometric recognition technology that identifies tenants or the guest of a tenant. The bill should be strengthened through amendments creating a strong private right of action applicable to all provisions, not just sale, with statutory damages and punitive damages, but its passage is critically important to make New Yorkers safer in their homes.

We look forward to your support on these bills.

Sincerely,

Surveillance Technology Oversight Project (S.T.O.P.)
National Action Network
New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU)
Neighborhood Defender Service of Harlem
The Bronx Defenders
The Legal Aid Society
Center on Race, Inequality, and the Law at NYU School of Law
Fight for the Future
Amnesty International
CFA - Consumer Federation of America
American Friends Service Committee - Healing Justice NY
Empire State Indivisible
Access Now
Algorithmic Justice League
Athena Coalition
Equality for Flatbush (E4F)
Freedom to Thrive
Jews For Racial & Economic Justice (JFREJ)
Jim Owles Liberal Democratic Club
Justice Strategies
May First Movement Technology
No Ethics In Big Tech
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NYC DSA Tech Action
NYLS Privacy Law Association
Policing and Social Justice Project
Progressive Technology Project
Secure Justice
SWOP Brooklyn
Open MIC
Oakland Privacy
PDX Privacy
EFF-Austin